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2 Investigate the Loop Group property and you will invest. $166.66 invested in Elkton stock has netted over $200,000. 3
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Tntroduttory
While admitting that this prospectus has been prepared for

the purpose of attracting the attention of those contemplating in-
vestment in mining, we desire to emphasize the fact that in its
preparation, we have endeavored to eliminate all forms of exag-
geration-believing that the truth, simply told, is good enough-c.
and have confined our statements to facts which can be easily
substantiated. •

In the Loop 'runnel enterprise, we feel that we have a propo-
ait.ion of more than ordinary merit, and that a careful perusal of
the following pages will convince the most skeptical reader that
such is the case. There has never been a time or locality more
favorable for investments than Clear Creek County, Colorado, and
we feel like many others) that with a reasonable amount of cap-
ital to open and develop such an enterprise as the Loop Tunnell
a substantial harvest is bound to follow that can not be blighted
by floods, frost, heat or the many other calamities that often
overcome other industries,

To those desiring information pertaining to the Loop Group,
or vicinity, not contained herein, we invite the closest investiga-
tion, with the assurance that all inquiries shall receive prompt
and courteous attention.

THE GEORGETOWN LOOP GROUP OF MINES.

The Georgetown Loop Group of Mines are situated in upper
Clear Creek County, Colorado, about midway between the towns
of Silver Plume and Georgetown, with the famous "Georgetown
Loop" of the C. & S. R. R. crossing its territory. Active mining
operations have been carried on in this particular section for over
forty years, and some of the largest and richest mines, with a
continuous record of production during that time, are located in
the immediate vicinity of the Loop Group, and extend into its
ground,

'within a radius of one mile of the Loop Group are situated
mines, the aggregate production of which is over $50,000,000.

The United States Geological Survey has the following to say
on this district: "Net profits only' should be the standard of min-
ing activity, and on that basis Georgetown equals the most fa-
vored camp of equal population in America."

The Georgetown Courier of April 25, 1903, published an inter-
esting statement furnished by the late Charles A. Martine. This
gentleman reported that assays made on mill samples, covering a
period of ten months) and representing the product of thirty-five
different mines, yielded the astonishing average- value of $449.73
per ton.

WORLD-FAMOUS BONANZAS.

The names of the leading individual mines, in the vicinity of
the Loop group, are household words .throughout the country,
There is the Seven-Thirty and Dives-Pelican aggregation of bo-
nanzas, which has increased the wealth of the world with a total
production of upwards of $30,000,000. The Dives-Pelican is de-
veloped to a depth of 2!300 feet, with a showing holding out as
good as ever. The Seven-Thirty is opened to a depth of over
1,000 feet, with no sign of decreasing values. The Stevens mine
has produced $10,000,000, and the Colorado Central and Aliunde
are credited with a production of from $8,000,000 to $10,000,000,
The Aliunde is another mine which has been opened to a depth
of 1,000 feet. All arc now operated by tunneL

OTHER HEAVY PRODUCERS NEAR THE "LOOP GROUP."

The Terrible.
Centennial
l\:iendota
Snow Drift ..
Silver Plume.
Grifllth
South America n .
Pay Rock ...

WiTH A
RS:CORD OF

... $8,000,000
4,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
11°°0,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

Fred Rogers.
Cashier
Star of the Vilest. ..
Scott
Polar Star Extension.
\Vhite
Silver Glance..
Clift ...

WITH A
RECORD OP

500,000
500,000
300,000
200,000
225,000
200,000
150,000
125,000

OPERATING BY TUNNEL.

Where opened at surface, our veins show up just as good as
the properties named. We have had innumerable pay assays
from our surface workings, but we intend to develop these veins
at greater depth by means of our tunnel, because we shall thereby
make a greater economy in the cost of operation, and reap a
larger margin of profit per ton on the ore which we send to mar-
ket.

Tunnel mining is the cheapest and best form of mining. It is
the ideal system of operation, and is always followed where prac·
ticable. It is entirely practicable at our property; in fact, we
possess exceptional facilities for successfully conducting our
operations in this manner. Our tunnel will cut all the veins
crossing our property. We shan mine the ore from them by the
gravity system-the cheapest of any. Did you ever stop to con-
sider that it is cheaper to drop ore, or anything else! from a point
above, than to hoist it the same distance to that point above?
This is the fundamental principle of tunnels, and in addition, we
must not forget that the tunnel naturally drains the ground of
water, with no expense of pumping and no hindrance to mining
operations while draining is under way.

Some of the veins will be cut by our tunnel at a depth of over
2,500 feet from the surface, and the tunnel, for its entire length,
will have an average depth of nearly 1,500 feet.

In addition to the many known veins traversing our territory,
there is always the likelihood of cutting rich and highly produc-
tive "blind' veins, which often extend to indefinite depths, but not
quite to the surface. Many large and rich "blind" veins and "are-
shoots" have been discovered by means of tunnels in Clear Creek
County-the most noted of which is the Lamartine mine, with a
record of production of $3,000,000, and still a big producer-and,

Dividends from. gold mines are never affected by hard times. George M. Pullman made his first $25,000 out of Colorado mines.

4 We do not rely on the proven ground around us, but upon what we have proven on our ground.

when one stops to consider the great area our tunnel will explore,
it is easy to see that the blind vein feature is a factor of much
value and importance to the enterprise.

POWER RIGHT AT OUR DOOR.
The Loop Group has electric power on its grounds, the same

being brought over a line from Georgetown, which crosses the
property of, the Loop Group of Mines.

Wnenever it is deemed-expedient, we can tap this line and use
the cheap power provided at our very door for the operation of
mine and mill. This is an invaluable facility, the importance of
which cannot be too strongly emphasized.

Under the foregoing plan of operating, it is easy to see that
our Company enjoys a tremendous advantage over the ordinary
mining company, and that when it is considered in conjunction
with the many other desirable features, success, to say the least,
certainly seems assured.

PROPERTY.
The property owned and controlled by the Loop Group of

Mines consists of twenty-five (25) full and fractional Lode Min-
ing Claims (150x1,500 feet) aggregating nearly one hundred
acres, and the mill site of eight (8) acres.

when one stops to compare this property with such neigh-
boring mines as the Pelican-Dives, Payrock, Silver Plume, Willow,
Corry City, Dunkirk, Mendota and others-valued at millions of
dollars-whose surface area-according to the "early day" local
laws-was restricted to a width of fifty (50) feet, the magnitude
and value of this splendid mining estate will be appreciated by
even those not familiar with mining.

The many known veins traversing the Loop Group hold-
ings are true fissures, running in values from a few dollars per
ton to over one hundred in gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc. The
significant fact is taught, by the history of forty years of mining
in this district, that well-defined! metalliferous veins are not only
productive to great depth, but, that they frequently increase in
value as depth is attained. True fissure veins are yet profitably
worked in Europe that were worked centuries ago.

WATER.
Another thing which must be considered a valuable asset of

the Loop Group is the fact that Clear Creek runs throu~h the Loop
Group's territory, and furnishes a supply of water ~ufficient to
keep a mill in operation continuously, while there is a fall suffi-
cient for the operation of a fine power plant.

MILL SITE,
The Loop Group also embraces a mill site consisting of eight

(8) acres, on the stream which crosses the ground, so located with
reference to the tunnel that ores can be delivered from the tunnel
portal directly into the bins of the mill, at practically no cost.
A water supply for a mill with a capacity of 100 tons per day
is assured at all seasons of the year. The cost of milling will
thus be reduced to the lowest point possible. A careful estimate
of the cost of mining and milling has been made and does not
exceed $1.50 per ton for delivering the ore into the bins at the
mill, and about 75 cents per ton for milling.

POSSIBILITIES.
While it is, admittedly, not an easy task, to predict with

any degree of certainty, what the ultimate profits of this enter-
prise will amount to, it requires no stretch of imagination, to
forecast large and continuous profits, with the cutting of the
first one of the many strong veins in the group; not to mention
further developments.

The average grade of the milling ore will hardly fall below
$10 per ton, and the concentrates would undoubtedly run not

less than $40 per ton on the basis of the reduction of five tons
into one. The total cost of reducing the five tons to concentrates
would be $11.25. The railroad charges to Denver, 50 cents per
ton of crude are, and the freight to the railroad would not cost
anything, as the railroad runs through the mill site. The rate
for smelting concentrates is $3,50 per ton flat, or 70 cents per
ton for crude are, so the total costs would be $12.45 for the five
tons of crude ore, leaving a net profit of $27.55, or about 200 per
cent.

Besides this, it must 'be remembered that development will
probably open up high grade smelting ore, but even if the aver-
age is no higher than $10 per ton, a good profit is assured.

In addition to the above, and in verification of the statement
that the economical conditions affecting the cost of mining in
Clear Creek County are the best in Colorado, it is only necessary
to cite the present achievements of the Stevens Mine. This mine,
which is situated on McClelland Mountain-opposite Republican
Mountain-just above Silver Plume, is now-while making im-
provements under ground-paying, $10,000 per month in divi-
dends on the "dump," or what in years past was regarded as
waste rock, and which only runs $5 per ton in gold, silver, lead,
copper and zinc. Power for this mill and mine is supplied by the
Georgetown Electric Light and Power Co. The total production
of the Stevens Mine to date has been over $10,000,000.

REPORT.

The following brief and business-like report by Mr. Charles
.M. Shaw, E. M.~ though lacking in minor details, will be found,
we believe, sufficiently complete to satisfy the most critical in-
vestor, and especially those seeking more the commercial view-
point, than the technical one. Mr. Shaw, in addition to a world-
"vide experience as a mining engineer, is doubly qualified to pass
on the merits of the veins of Clear Creek County, on account of
having been engaged for some years in the active pursuit of hie
profession in this particular section.

Denver, Colo., August 21, 1905.
George Albertson, 1033 Seventeenth St., Denver, Oolo.:

Dear Sir: Pursuant with your recent instructions to examine
and report on the Georgetown Loop Group of Mining Claims, ac-
companied with such other useful data as I might possess, per-
taining to and bearing directly on the subject, I beg to submit the
following:

HOLDINGS.

These claims, which we shall hereafter designate as the "Loop
Group," consist of twenty-five (25) Lode Mining Claims-150 by
1,500 feet each-and one mill site. They have all been properly
surveyed, and on the books of the County Clerk and Recorder of
Clear Creek County are known as the Alice, Diebold, Garretson,
Sewell, Kessler, Maude, Lookout, Linevitch, Merit, MarqUIS,Mabel,
Nelldorf, Navarre, Togo, Tokio, Oyama, Treasure, Roosevelt,
Oliver, Randolin, Stella, Howard, Lo0Pl High Bridge and Ham-
burg lode claims, and mill site "888B." The total area embraced
and controlled by these claims-after eliminating all prior rights
held by others-amounts to about one hundred and five (105)
acres, and forms one of the most compact and largest consolida-
tions on Republ.icanMountain.

LOCATION.

By reference to the accompanying claim map and photo-
graphs, which form a part of this report, it will be observed that
the Loop Group are situated on Republican Mountain, about
midway between the towns of Silver Plume and Georgetown, and
less than one-half mile from each place.

$100 invested in Gold Coin stock netted the investor $15,000 in three years,

I
5 6 ' The incorporators of the Loop Group invested their own money for development before incorporating. 7

VEIN EXPOSURES. LOCAL COMMERCIAL CONDITIONS.

To the west of the Loop Group, "from 1,500 to 3,000 feet, are
the Snowdrift, Pay Rock, Corry City, Dunkirk, Pelican-Dives, and
many other mines with records of production aggregating some
millions of dollars, while a little further west-and on the same
mountain-are the Mendota, Terrible and many other mines quite
equally as well known. Many of these veins can be distinctly fol-
lowed on the surface, not only into the territory of the Loop
Group, but still further beyond-to the East-into Griffith Moun-
tain. The Griffith and Centennial are both rich mines.

Though the development work on the surface of the many
veins traversing the Loop Group territory has been limited,
80 far, to pits, trenches end shallow shafts, sufficient has been
accomplished to demonstrate that they are the continuation of
some of the above-mentioned veins; and that under proper devel-
opment splendid results should be obtained.

The rock formation on Republican Mountain is what is gen-
erally termed granitic, and the veins "true fissures." Occasional
intrusions of porphyry occur in the form of "dikes"-often times
forming one of the walls of a vein-which, in the opinion of many
eminent geologists, accounts for the continuity of the rich and
large are bodies found in many of the mines in this district.

ORES AND VALUES.

The vein-fillin?:, or ores, consists of a feldspartdc mixture-s-
commonly called 'quartz"-carrying, in combination with other
substances, gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc. Ores heavy in
metals are shipped direct to the smelters in Denver, while the
lighter and less mineralized are first concentrated; and the con-
centrates shipped to the smelters. The ores of this district, as a
rule, carry much lead, and, as a consequence, are favored with
the minimum rate for treatment at the smelters. The metallic
contents of the concentrating ores being also of a heavy nature,
are also susceptible to the simplest and cheapest mode of treat-
ment.

As.says taken from numerous openings On the Loop Group
gave me returns running from $7.00 to $104.15 in gold, silver,
lead, copper and zinc. As all of my samples came from near the
surface-where the values, to some extent, have been leached out
--'-I would 'hardly regard the returns as a fair criterion of what
might be expected at greater depth. To my personal knowledge,
however, some of what are now among the leading mines of this
district, did not show as high values on the surface as some of
the veins in the wop Group; the values in their ores, having
steadily increased with increased depths.

ECONOMIC VALUES.

I have carefully examined the plans prepared by your en-
gineers, and approve of them in every particular. The tunnel proj-
ected-and now extended one hundred and fifty (150) feet-is
most advantageously situated for the rapid and economical de-
velopment of the whole group. In addition to cutting most of the
veins at right angles to the trend-s-and in the heart of the main
body-it will also attain a depth ranging from a few feet up to
as high aa 2,500 feet; so that the ores can be handled by gravity
and without the use of costly machinery) for many years.

At the mouth of the tunnel the topography of the country is
such that, in addition to ample dumping ground, facilities for
handling the ores-even to power and mills-can be installed at a
nominal cost and close at hand. Power, though now obtainable at
ver·y reasonable rates from the United Light and Power Company
of Georgetown, whose wires cross your ground, can be gener-
ated on the Loop Group mill site by harnessing the water in
Clear Creek. The adoption of either of these systems will mean a
great saving in cost of mining and milling the ores of the Loop
Group, and I would suggest that y""ugive the matter serious and
immediate attention.

Georgetown, less than half a mile away, is the county seat of
Clear Creek County and the business center for this end of the
county. Here are churches, schools, newspapers, banks, hotels,
ore sampling and purchasing works, mercantile establishments,
carrying heavy stocks, foundries, machine shops and other Indus-
tries, which, in conjunction with reasonable timber, fuel, labor
and railroad rates, contribute much toward making mining both
profitable and attractive in this district.

Speaking from an intimate knowledge of the prevailing con-
ditions in and about Georgetown-and particularly Republican
Mountain-extending over a period of some years, I confidently
believe that with the extension of the Loop Tunnel, to the inter-
section of the many veins known to be ahead of it, lasting and.
substantial results will reward the effort.

Respectfully submitted,
CH.~RJ~ESM. SHAW, E. M.
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Tunnel Entrance of the "Loop Group."

RESUME.
Aside from the many known veins, which course through the

territory of the Loop Group of Mines, and aside from the well-
known fact that many of these bonanza veins of that "Treasure
Vault," Republican Mountain, outcrop and show on the surface of
the Loop Group, the bare fact of possession of such a large area,
under so many other favorable auspices, should commend the en-
terprise to the attention of the most careful investors.

More mines are working and shipping are now in the Georgetown District than ever in its history.



8 The Loop Group is located on one of the richest mountains in Colorado. Production over $50,000,000.

It is generally admitted that Colorado is ODe of the most
prosperous states in the Union, and it is just as fully admitted
that Clear Creek County is one of the most prosperous sections of
that state.

Though essentially a "Tunnel Country," on account of the
tremendous and grand elevations attained by its many mountains
above the immediate surrounding country" many mechanical im-
provements in mining and milling have constantly tended toward
cheapening the cost of production which, with the addition of
'electrical machinery operated by water power, enables operations
to be carried on now at a cost of cents, where it formerly re-

The Mendota Mine and Victoria Tunnel on Republican Mountain.

quired dollars; and not only makes Georgetown the "Queen of
Clear Creek," but also makes this district in every respect an
"Ideal Mining Field."

Cripple Creek, Goldfield and other fair competitors have come
-and some have gone-all bidding for fame and hoping for the
future. "The Georgetown Mines" were discovered some forty years
ago, and have and are producing millions annually; have been,
are and always will be famous for their rich and large veins with
a guaranteed future, and yet-notwithstanding their record of
over $100,000,000-they have been only "scratched on the sur-
face."

In the days when Georgetown was in the first flush of its early
discoveries, thousands crowded its streets from morn till night,
with busy traffic in ores and supplies. All night long a blaze of
light marked the wild revelries of a typical mining camp. Now

thing.s are changed; the industry has been reduced to a science;
ore totally disregarded for lack of richness in the early days, is
now affording as large net returns as did the bonanza ores of the
early '70s. Systematic, scientific development has resulted in
disclosing great ore bodies at depths undreamed of by the discov-
erers of the district. Lower rates for smelting and transportation
and the adoption of modern machinery, has rendered valuable
great deposits of ore that until recently were passed by as worth-
less, and the success accomplished by intelligent direction of cap-
ital in opening the veins of this section during the past few years
is attracting the attention of investors from all over the world.

Where are the greatest possibilities for Successful mllllllg in-
vestments?

Certainly in the property that is situated in the same district
and on the same veins with the greatest individual producers; in
the property that is situated in a district that is time tried and
proven.

Though Clear Creek County is conceded to be the "Banner
Tunnel County" of Colorado, some of which, like the "Newhouse,"
having penetrated the mountains for several miles, the tunnel
projected and now being extended through the Loop Group of
Mines, enjoys advantages not possessed by any other tunnel
enterprise in the district. Some of the tunnels of this district are
operated only as transportation and drainage tunnels for use of
mines not owned by the tunnel owners; others are often run long
distances to cut a few veins of limited and' unproved value; many
are run in which great depth is gained, but often lack water power
and transportation facilities for either mining or milling pur-
poses; and, in many other way.s, lack the essential features of a
perfect tunnel proposition. In the case of the Loop Tunnel, while
it will undoubtedly develop into what one might term "a great
artery" for Republican Mountain) the Pelican-Dives vein alone-
which can be traced into our territory-would warrant the' boring
of the tunnel, not to mention the additional fact that 90 per cent
of the ground entered is owned by the tunnel company. As to
proven ground, ahead of the tunnel, the Lebanon, Monticello,
Ashby, Diamond, Burleigh, Victoria, Mendota, Union, Baltimore,
and others, through which millions of dollars have been trans-
ported, testify amply as to the number and character of veins to
be encountered in the Loop Tunnel, and at a greater depth than in
the others. As to water power, transportation and, in fact, all
the necessary requisites of an "Ideal Tunnel Mining Enterprise"
mentioned herein, they are at hand and can be easily and cheaply
utilized by the Loop Group of Mines.

INVESTMENTS.

To those seeking investments of positive merit and value,
containing maximum possibilities with minimum or no risks, we
offer the first block of stock of the Loop Group of Mines at
the actual ground-floor price. Firm in the belief that our enter-
prise is of more than ordinary merit, we invite the closest'
investigation, both as to the intrinsic value of our holdings
and the personnel of the company. Recognizing the fact that a
demand always exists for a class of investments which will prom-
ise a fair and reasonably safe return on the money invested, we
feel that the Loop stock will meet with popular favor. Nobody
wants to leave his money in a bank or storage vault, if he can put
it where it will yield a revenue. Eastern stocks of undoubted
merit have ranged at such high prices as to yield only a small
interest. This has resulted in renewing Interest in Western
mines, where risks have been reduced to a minimum; the returns
frequent and many times greater than that obtained from the in-
vestments, while the system of paying dividends monthly or
quarterly, and declaring of extra dividends, greatly increases the
earning powe'l' of investments.

The past and present money kings of the West are convincing
evidence of what may be accomplished in mining. Such men as

The Loop Group of mining claims are located on proven ground. Mining investments pay better than any other legitimate business.

9 IO kepublican Mountain has produced over $6,000 a day £01 thirty years, and the production is constantly increasing.

Clark, DeLamar, Walsh, Stratton, Hearst] Flood, O'Brien, Mackay,
Fair, Moffat, Heinze, Campion, Daly and hundreds of others with
fortunes ranging from ten to one hundred millions each, might be
named-not to mention the thousands of others with fortunes
ranging from $1001000 to $1,000,000. All of this wealth was cre-
ated by mining operations and represents the intelligent applica-
tion of good sense and business skill to the management of West-
ern mines.

Investors are taking a great deal of interest in the result ..
obtained in mines, and it is an established fact that shares in
mining properties under the management of experienced and re-
liable men have become the favorite investment with all classes
who desire safe and substantial retu:ns for their money.

"The New York Herald," in a recent issue, said:
"It is undeniable that the most influential men in the business

world have turned their attention to mining, the source of nearly
all wealth, and those persons who have been enslaved to the idea
that the only safe proposition was a 5 per cent or 6 per cent se-
curtty, now realize that many millions of interest have been lost
to them through heeding the advice of those who are interested in
cheap money; and, further, the richest men in the world are min-
ing kings, many of whom have grown powerful through the proper
application of originally a moderate capital) and it is proven that
while millions of dollars have been lost in railroads, farm mort-
gages, Eastern industrials, and building associations, the American
mining industry has steadily advanced, making enormous profits
for its supporters, building great states and cities, and pointing
with pride to the American possessions of 253 mines that have
paid in dividends over $625,000,000."

"The National Banker" says:
"The unparalleled prosperity of the mining industry at the

present time has caused widespread public attention. Fortunes are
being obtained by following mining and by investing in mining
stocks, and the shrewd business men of today are realizing this
fact and profiting by it, as in no other period of history. There is
an element of hazard in every business, but not as great a risk in
mining as has been imagined in the past. Mining has been reduced
to a business. Improved machinery, scientific knowledge and busi-
ness management place mining on as safe a plane of operation as
that of any business requiring all these elements. Millionaires and
multd-millionairea are made in this marvelous industry."

The owners of the Loop Group of Mines believe in their prop-
er ty-c-be.ieve that it contains immense riches, awaiting extrac-
tion. We believe in it so thoroughly that we have backed up our
belief with our money, in accumulating and consolidating the
property along the line of the tunnel, and in pushing the develop-
ment before incorporating the company.

We know the rich veins that have produced millions are on the
east and west sides of the Loop Group.

We know we have traced them over the Loop Group, and have
them exposed on the surface.

We believe these same veins that pass through the Loop Group
are just as rich in the Loop Group as they are on either side.

Would you not think so? Especially when you can go into
the mines on either side of the Loop Group and see the mineral,
and see the direction of the veins toward the Loop Group, and go
on the Surface and trace them across the property. The surface
indications are as good and the ore as rich as any of the big pro-
ducers had before they were developed.

The owners of the Loop Group of Mines believe in the rich-
ness of the property so thoroughly that work has never ceased
since we have taken hold of the proposition, after a most thor-
ough examination, and do not purpose that it shall cease until we
open up the rich pay ore we believe is there in great abundance.

We have labored on this property until we feel certain that
practically all chances of failure to make a paying property have

been eliminated. It is as sure a thing in mining, we believe, as it
is possible to bring about.

Our reputation and our money are at stake, therefore we have
made doubly sure, before offering any of the stock of the George-
town Loop Mining Company.

We now ask you to join us in developing this immense prop-
erty and share with us the profits of the mine. 'i-Vebelieve it will
be the best investment, and pay more, dollar for dollar invested,
than any enterprise you have ever engaged in.

\Ve invite your thorough investigation, feeling that if yon
desire a safe and profitable investment you will join us by pur-
chasing stock in The Georgetown Loop Mining Company.

We have endeavored to make our proposition clear to you, so
that you could see it and understand it the same as if you visited
the property.

The drawings are made from the United States Government
surveyors' plats. The panoramic photograph of Republican Moun-
tain, and The Loop Group of Claims is taken from a point oppo-
site and gives a good idea of the lay of the ground on a small
scale, and the description is confined to facts.

If you have ever been to Colorado, you will know of the fa-
mous Georgetown Loop and its rich mines. If you have ever seen
the Loop you have passed over part of the Loop Mines mill site,
and if you will go and see the property you will know that we have
under, rather than over-stated the proposition, and will prove one
of the most pleasant outings, as well as the most profitable in-
vestments, you have ever made.

CAPITAL AND TREASURY STOCK,
The Georgetown Loop Mining Co. is capitalized for 2,000,000

shares, the par value of each share being $1.00, and it starts
out with 1,000,000 shares-one-half of the capital stock-in
the treasury, GO be sold as required for development and the
general betterment of its holdings. The first 200,000 shares
will be offered at charter members' prices, .130 it will be plainly
seen that those who buy earliest will reap the largest profits.
The balance of the stock may be sold at an advanced price from
time to time, as work progresses, or until the mines are estab-
lished on a dividend-paying basis, when the treasury stock will
be withdrawn from the market. The stock is fully paid and non-
assessable, and will carry no individual liability under the articles
of incorporation.

The company will start out with enough money subscribed to
warrant a vigorous campaign of development which has been
maintained since work was started, and will be continued until
the large ore bodies are reached and the mine is on a dividend-
paying- basis.

The large subscriptions already received, lead us to believe
that the first allotment of treasury stock will not only be over
subscribed, but that the balance will be eagerly sought after by
the general public when the facts are placed before them.

Subscribers to stock may pay for the same either on the cash
or installment plan; installments can be made by paying ten per
cent with the order and the balance in nine monthly installments.
Receipts showing the amount paid shall be returned to subscrib-
ers, and when the last payment is made, a paid-up certificate shall
be forwarded to them.

The company will exact no forfeiture of any moneys paid, so
that when subscribers find that they are unable to maintain their
monthly payments any longer, a certificate for the full amount
paid will be sent them.

The foregoing description of the Georgetown, Silver Plume
district, though necessarily incomplete, has been written with the
desire of conveying a fair idea of the present condition and great
potentialities of this truly famous mineral belt; and particularly,
the Georgetown Loop Group of Mines. To the cautious investor
we believe this field offers an exceptionally favorable opportunity,
and that The Georgetown Loop Mining Company's stock, at the
present price, will prove a highly profitable investment.

If this prospectus does not awaken an interest, turn it over to some friend who may thank you.

I2 The time to invest in a mine is before it pays dividends.

IN CONCLUSION.

In conclusion we would say that all inquiries regarding the
business standing and reputation of the owners of the Loop Group
of Mines, or in any way pertaining to The Georgetown Loop
Mining Company affairs, shall receive prompt and courteous at-
tention at all times bv its officers.

Send in your order for stock at once, as it may be withdrawn
at any time. Only enough will be sold to complete the work of
development; the balance will remain in the treasury.

If you cannot now pay for all the stock you want, you can
buy it on the installment plan in ten equal payments, so that we
can have the mone;y coming in each month, as it is needed, in
pushing the work.

Fill out either of the enclosed SUbscription blanks, and mail to

J, H. McMURRAY, FISCAL AGENT
218 McPhee Building

Telephone 3309 DENVER. COLO.

Birdseye View of Georgetown, "The Loop," Horseshoe Curve, C. &
S. R. R., and the "Loop Tunnel" on Republican Mountain.

Prospects are found. Mines are made.
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